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this is a released update for windows 6.1 service pack 2. this update resolves the following problems: previous updates may have resolved all the issues to the customer's satisfaction. in this release, we fixed the following problems: sketching and drawing performance is improved in system area. the activex control definitions in
windows ctl database is updated to version 1.05. default video modes are reported incorrectly. as both wsus and windows update catalog servers have issues with this update, the update may not be available from the update catalog. you will need to manually install the update. update will need a reboot. detailed information

about the issues addressed by this update and instructions on how to obtain the update are available at the following microsoft support web site: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/968211/en-us special thanks to the following from the microsoft platform and tools division. microsoft customer support: matthew haynes and cameron
shipley intel: james mcdougal, vijay srinivasan and mark michaud for more information about windows, visit the windows hardware compatibility site . questions or technical issues regarding the update should be directed to your microsoft customer support organization. for issues that cannot be resolved through normal support

channels, use the contact microsoft support web site. in the “submit a problem report” section of the web site, you should provide the names of the products and versions, as well as the specific steps to reproduce the problem. to obtain code and other information that may be needed to reproduce the problem, you should
contact the microsoft technical assistance center.
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